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Abstract 
 
This project under the “Aalto Factory of the Future” initiative demonstrates the potential of a               
product-centric flexible manufacturing using the IEC 61499 standard. Using mobile robots,           
distributed control, wireless communication to enable a more adaptable production process and            
show the benefits of using the IEC 61499 standard as well as product tracing.  
Product workflow can be dynamically reacting to various scenarios to fulfil customer order             
demands and priority designation. Components of the project range from the mobile robots Festo              
Robotino and ABB YuMi on Milvus SEIT100 automated guided vehicle or AGV to the stationary               
manufacturing platform EnAS equipped with conveyors, colour cameras, grippers and jacks.           
Robotino delivers a workpiece to EnAS where it gets processed and the final product is picked up                 
and transported to storage by YuMi AGV. 
Automated control through skill profiles and OPC UA software makes use of modularity for the               
backbone control system logic. VDMA Skill profiles for OPC UA were utilized, which offers              
generic, standardized executable Skills with basic functionality such as controlling a conveyor.            
Together Skills create composed Skills which allows execution of complex procedures. The Skills,             
through OPC UA, provide a Skill State Machine in NXT from NXTcontrol. The State Machines in                
NXT allows for control to fulfil the production scenarios. 
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic Aalto locales including offices, meeting rooms and the workshop              
remained closed for the remainder of the project. EnAS rewiring and restorative maintenance work              
were nearly finalized before the lockdown announcement. Project goals switched from the physical             
AFoF setup in the workshop to a wholly virtual environment. The scope for Visual Components as                
visualization as a Digital Twin changed to visualization and simulation. In Visual Components             
products are traced throughout the production process which is an important aspect when it comes               
to manufacturing. 
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1. Introduction 
 
This project is done under Aalto Factory of the Future (AFoF) facility which is a shared platform                 
for future production systems. The focus of the platform is on achieving innovative flexible              
manufacturing solutions by utilizing modular autonomous production units.  
Our work focuses on a modular production plant that consists of a EnAS demonstrator that presents                
a small scale product automation system, Festo Robotino that extends the EnAS by adding an               
additional mobile conveyor and a ABB IRB14000 Yumi two armed robot that is mounted on an                
Milvus automated guided vehicle or AGV. This project work extends previous years’ projects that              
were done on the same platform.  
The business aspect of the project was to provide consultancy services related to flexible and               
distributed automation systems with a focus on product tracing solutions. Our advantage in the              
market is to use the latest technologies in our implementations. 
This project aims to extend and improve the flexible product-centric solution in the AFoF platform               
by adding new functionalities to the continuous project that has been worked on by students in                
previous years.  
 

2. Objective 
 
The main objectives of this project were; improving the OPC UA setup from the previous year,                
adding more flexibility to the system, to implement a product tracing functionality and to create a                
digital twin in Visual Components that mirrors the actual system.  
In the context of OPC UA, the previous system was planned to be replaced with a skill based                  
system where every skill represents a task. This would make the control of a highly flexible system                 
more intuitive and more easily reconfigurable. 
The system is intended to be extended by adding another previous year project that used an ABB                 
Yumi robot mounted on an AGV to improve the project’s overall modularity and flexibility. 
The objectives were changed according to the current pandemic situation. The digital twin was              
changed to represent the real physical system and all the other objectives were to be implemented in                 
the simulation.  
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3. Project plan 
 
This chapter gives a brief overview of the original plan. It also describes changes to the expected                 
outcomes of the project that had to be made due to pandemic and the university lockdown. 
 

3.1. The original plan 
 
The actual project plan document that was created in the beginning of the project can be found from                  
the page on aalto.wiki: https://wiki.aalto.fi/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=165138819. 
An overview of the original project plan with a tentative schedule and the milestones is all at a                  
glance thanks to the Gantt-chart that had been created right before the active project work began. 
 

 
Figure 3.1. The Gantt-chart from the original project plan 
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The core of the original project plan was the work breakdown structure (WBS) outlining 8 work                
packages and corresponding subtasks that comprised the scope of the project. The WBS and the               
excerpts from the original project plan can be found in the 'Appendix A' of this document. 
 

3.1.1. Planning 
 
The team members agreed how to distribute the areas of expertise and made preliminary research in                
order to assess the approximate effort. Here also belong the activities related to creation of the                
original project plan.  
 
The actual planning phase was extended to several weeks after the project started to factor in the                 
refinement work for the solution concept of each of the work packages. Team also had to decide                 
which tools to use to facilitate an effective and productive workflow. 
 

3.1.2. Reanimate the setup 
 
Since the team inherited the AFOF setup from the previous year project group, the time was                
allocated to get familiar with the hardware and software base. Several known issues were taken into                
account with a plan to improve wiring and overall electrical safety. 
 
As the completion criteria for this work package, all the components of the setup had to be                 
operational as the further work was envisioned to be based on results of the previous-year group.  
 

3.1.3. Marketing 
 
A traditional part of the project work course is the business exercise. Team had to come up with a                   
vision for the business potential of the expected outcome of this project work.  
 
The list of deliverables for these work packages was prescribed by the course instructors: the               
business pitch presentation and the business aspects document. Both can be found on the project               
page at aalo.wiki: https://wiki.aalto.fi/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=165138819. 
 

3.1.4. OPC UA Skill profile 
 
One of the primary deliverables of this project had to be the OPC UA Skill-server that would                 
provide a standardized control interface for the setup primary operations to the OPC UA clients.  
 
A research paper was provided as a reference for the expected outcome. More details about the                
content of this work package are given in the corresponding chapter of this report. 
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3.1.5. NXT program with skills support 
 
The AFOF setup is equipped with a DCS that is in charge of all the actuators in the system. An                    
NXT program had to implement a non-trivial production scenario that would involve all the              
machines on the production floor and demonstrate flexibility of the system.  
 
The idea was to take the control program made by the previous-year team and extend it with an                  
interface capable of accepting commands from the OPC UA skill server. Also, the new program had                
to incorporate a Yumi robot into the production scenario. 
 

3.1.6. Yumi robot 
 
As a new addition to the existing setup, a ABB Yumi robot mounted on an AGV had to be included                    
in the production routine. It had to move around the setup and use its grippers/manipulators to                
interact with a part of the setup. 
 
An interesting scenario had to be designed, and a corresponding implementation in a form of a                
control script had to be provided in the end. 
 

3.1.7. Visualization (tracing) 
 
The product tracing part was envisioned as a visualization that would reflect the actual state of the                 
system in an appealing manner. The Visual Components framework was chosen as a candidate for               
display as there was a static model of the setup available already from the previous years of the                  
AFOF development. 
 
The visualization model (or its intermediaries) had to communicate with the setup, extract relevant              
information and present the actual state of the product processing. More details about the content of                
this work package are given in the corresponding chapter of this report. 
 

3.1.8. Delivery 
 
Finally, all the big and small results of this project work had to be accomplished in a good quality                   
and delivered in time. This included also the final gala presentation and various paperwork such as                
the project diary and the final report.  
 
This work package also included the project follow-up activities and the project manager work. 
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3.2. Changes due to epidemic 
 
In March 2020, the university premises were locked down due to the coronavirus epidemic. The               
team could not continue its work on the physical setup. The decision was made to continue                
development work using a visual model (one of the deliverables of this project) as a simulation of                 
the real plant. 
 
In the new vision, the virtual model of the AFOF made in Visual Components framework had to                 
respond to commands of the NXT control program and provide sensory data feedback back to the                
controller mimicking the wiring of the real setup.  
 
The NXT program itself had to be created from scratch due to difficulties understanding the               
previous-year solution and the absence of supporting documentation. Hence, new production           
scenarios had to be designed first and then serve as specification for the new implementation. 
 
All the work attributed to robots had to migrate to the virtual environment. Hence, what had to be a                   
script for the physical machine, now had to become a program in the visualization framework.               
Luckily, there was a Yumi model readily available in the Visual Components. 
 
The change in the concept did not have a significant impact on the development of the OPC UA                  
skill-server, except for testing of this deliverable had to be delayed until the virtual setup and the                 
new control program were ready. 
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4. Production Scenarios  
 
The scenarios have been developed to demonstrate the production of two products using the EnAS               
production unit shown in Figure 4.1a. The products consist of an empty cup and a colored                
workpiece. Workpieces of two colors have i.e. a green colored and red-colored have been used in                
the scenarios. The scenarios also involve the use of mobile robots such as the Festo Robotino and                 
ABB Yumi to demonstrate enhanced flexibility during production. The basic idea behind the             
scenario is to assemble a product by placing a colored workpiece on the empty cup based on the                  
order placed using the developed HMI’s. The orders are processed in batches and the list of orders                 
can be viewed on the HMI shown in Figure 4.1b. 

 
The involvement of mobile robot Robotino has been included to deliver empty workpieces to the               
EnAS production unit and ABB Yumi mounted on the AGV has been used to take the completed                 
and checked  

 
a)  

 
b) 
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Figure 4.1: a) EnAS schematic b) HMI console 

 

4.1. Basic Production Scenario 
 

Shown below in Figure 4.2 is the flow chart for the basic production scenario demonstrated in the                 
project which operates as follows: -  
1) Upon placing an order using the HMI, the Robotino delivers an empty cup to the start point i.e.                  

conveyor 3 of EnAS.  
2) The delivered empty cup is then carried till the Jack 2 production station at conveyor 5.  
3) Jack 2 then picks a workpiece from the sledge based on the ordered color i.e. Red or Green and                   

places it on the empty cup.  
4) Once the workpiece has been placed, the product is carried till the camera for a test of                 

correctness.  
5) a) If the correct color has been placed, the product is further till Gripper 1 which lifts the                  

product from the conveyor 3 and signals Yumi to come and fetch the completed correct product. 
b) If the camera detects an incorrect color, the product is taken to Jack 1, where jack 1 removes                   
the wrong color workpiece from the empty cup which is then again redirected to Jack 2 to                 
produce the correct color.  

6)  The process is successfully completed once Yumi lifts the correct product of the conveyor.  
 
 

 
Figure 4.2: Basic Scenario Flowchart 
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4.2. Advance Production Scenario 
 
To demonstrate flexible production, the basic production scenario was extended to support priority             
scheduling in the order list wherein if a product with higher priority is ordered during the                
production of a regular product, the production for the regular product is halted based on its current                 
state and the product with the higher priority is completed and delivered by Yumi first.  
 
Figure 4.3 shows the flowchart for the advance scenario following the order described below: -  
1) Once an empty cup is requested and directed towards Jack 2 for the color product to be placed,                  

the station checks the priority order and places a workpiece accordingly.  
2) If an urgent product is requested during this process, the Jack 2 places the regular colored                

product on the empty cup which is then directed to the gripper 2 station which lifts the product                  
with regular priority off the conveyor and sends a signal to begin the production of the urgent                 
product.  

3) Once the empty cup has been delivered, placed with the correct urgent color workpiece and               
checked by the camera, Yumi takes the urgent product from the unit and signals the system to                 
resume operations for the product with regular priority.  

4) The regular product is then checked by the camera and if it matches the production sequence it                 
approves the pickup by Yumi from the gripper station 1.  
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Figure 4.3: Advance Scenario Flowchart 
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5. IEC 61499 NXT Studio Implementation 
 
The control solution shown in figure 5.1 has been developed using NXT Studio using based on the                 
IEC 61499 standard and communicates with the Visual Components simulation using the OPC UA              
server provided by NXT Studio. The application was designed from scratch to incorporate the              
various aspects of the project. A service-oriented architecture design pattern was used to develop              
the control solution and IEC 61499 standard was chosen for the same. Due to the growth and                 
increase of production, the demand for modular and flexible production plants has risen, service              
oriented architecture concept enables the control scenario to easily adapt to different and advanced              
scenarios or adding multiple product scenarios to the production line.  

 
Figure 5.1: NXT Solution 

As shown above, in Figure 5.1, the application houses various sets of basic and composite function                
blocks which work and communicate with VC using the OPC UA Server block. The inbuilt OPC                
UA server in NXT Studio was initiated upon starting the soft PLC which enabled a duplex                
communication between VC and NXT Studio. Due to the larger number of variables being              
communicated over the channel, the “MaxReturnedBrowseRefs” parameter in the server properties           
was set to 64 ensuring a seamless communication over the OPC UA channel. In the following                
subsections, each of the function blocks has been described along with their respective state              
machines and compositions.  
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5.1. Product FB  
The production scenarios described in chapter 4 have been implemented as a basic function block               
which can be used for any number of different products. For this current scenario, two instances of                 
the block shown in Figure 5.2 have been used i.e. Red Product and Green Product.  

 
Figure 5.2: Product FB 

The product FB encapsulates both the basic scenario and advanced scenario. Based on the              
requirements event outputs are generated to various other function blocks. Event inputs are received              
to mark the completion of certain activities which also are criteria for moving onto the next stage of                  
production.  

5.1.1. Basic Scenario  
The basic production scenario was developed following the flow chart shown in figure 2. Shown in                
Figure 5.3, is the state machine developed to meet the production requirements. The advance              
scenario is an extension to the basic scenario and has been added at various points in the state                  
machine as shown in Figure 5.3. The state machine was split into to ease the understanding of the                  
system.  
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Figure 5.3: Basic Scenario State Machine 

5.1.2. Advanced Scenario  
As soon as a product with urgent priority is ordered, the system moves to the advanced state                 
machine shown in figure 5.4, where the system first lifts the product with the normal priority of the                  
conveyor and confirms back to the system that the product has been lifted. As soon as the normal                  
product is removed the system resumes operations for the urgent product using the Basic Scenario.               
Once the urgent product is completed the gripper then places back the product on the conveyor and                 
the previous product is completed. For eg: the system is producing a red product, but then a green                  
product with urgent status is ordered. The control solution will first lift the red product from the                 
conveyor and confirm the same. Upon receiving the confirmation, the system will then trigger the               
production for the green product using the ‘Product_Green’ FB. Once the green product is              
completed and taken away by Yumi, the production for the red product resumes.  
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Figure 5.4: Advance Scenario State Machine 

5.2. Jacks & Sledges 
Jacks and sledges in the EnAS production unit work in coordination based on the position of the                 
workpiece on the sledge and required jack operation based on the production order. To place a                
certain workpiece the sledge first moves to the correct position ensuring the correct color workpiece               
to come under the jack which is then followed by the placing operation. Similar operations are                
performed to remove workpieces from cups and place them onto empty slots on the sledge.  

5.2.1. Jack Composite FB 
The jacks in the production scenario were controlled using the composite FB shown in Figure 5.5a 
which encapsulates the composition of the control FB’s shown in Figure 5.5b.  

  
a) 
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b)  

Figure 5.5: Jack FB a) Interface b) Composition  
Shown in Figure 5.5b, the jack composition consists of two basic function blocks “PlaceWP” and               
“RemoveWP”. PlaceWP has been designed to pick up a workpiece from the sledge and keep it on                 
the empty cup, on the other hand, RemoveWP has been designed to remove workpieces from the                
cups on the conveyor and place them on the holders in the sledge. Figure 5.6 shows the respective                  
state machines used to achieve the motions.  

  
a) 
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b)  

Figure 5.6: ECC a) PlaceWP b) RemoveWP 
 

5.2.2. Sledge Composite FB 
The sledges in the production scenario were used alongside the jack stations to house the               
workpieces for the products and the sledges were controlled using the composite FB shown in               
Figure 5.7a which encapsulates the composition of the control FB’s shown in Figure 5.7b.  

  
a) 

 
b)  

Figure 5.7: Sledge FB a) Interface b) Composition  
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5.3. Grippers 
 
Grippers installed on the conveyors are used to lift workpieces from the conveyors and then place it                 
back on the conveyor when required. Grippers in our production scenarios were used to incorporate               
the production order switching based on priority. When a product with an urgent product status is                
ordered, the grippers lift the workpiece with the regular priority of the conveyor and waits for the                 
urgent production to be completed before it places back the regular product. 

 
a) 

 
b)  

Figure 5.8: Gripper FB a) Interface b) Composition 
Shown in Figure 5.8b, the gripper composition consists of two basic function blocks             
“GripperPlaceWP” and “GripperRemoveWP”. PlaceWP has been designed to place a workpiece           
from the conveyor, on the other hand, RemoveWP has been designed to remove workpieces from               
the conveyor. Figure 5.9 shows the respective state machines used to achieve the motions. 
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a) 

 
b)  

Figure 5.9: ECC a) RemoveWP b) PlaceWP 
 

5.4. Delivery Services & Conveyors 
 
Delivery services were implemented using a combination of various adapter technology-enabled           
composite function blocks. Using the adapter technology in IEC61499 the application was made             
reliable and ensured a secure two-way communication. Shown in Figure 5.10, using the adapters,              
the application was made neater and had no spaghetti connections in comparison to other previous               
year applications.  
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Figure 5.10: Delivery Services and Conveyor Connection 

5.4.1. Delivery Services  
The Production scenarios required the workpieces to be carried from various points on the EnAS to                
other locations. These transportations required various sequences of activations and deactivations of            
the conveyors in a certain order in order to obtain successful delivery of workpieces and cups from                 
position A to B.  
 

 

 
 

 

Event I/P Definition 

CR_to_C3 Robotino to Conveyor3 

C3_to_C5 Conveyor 3 to Conveyor 5 

C5_to_C1 Conveyor 5 to Conveyor 1 

C1_to_C3 Conveyor 1 to Conveyor 3 

C2_to_C5 Conveyor 2 to Conveyor 5 

C1_to_C2 Conveyor 1 to Conveyor 2 

C5_to_C6 Conveyor 5 to Conveyor 6 

C6_to_C5 Conveyor 6 to Conveyor 5 

C6_to_C1 Conveyor 6 to Conveyor 1 

 
Highlighted in Table 1, are the various delivery services patterns used to meet the production               
scenario requirements. Each service is developed using a basic function block which altogether is              
encapsulated inside the Delivery Services composite FB. Figure 5.11 , shows the interface and ECC               
for delivery service for the workpiece to move from conveyor 3 to conveyor 5. As soon as the                  
trigger command is received the conveyor 3 is turned on and the workpiece starts to move, as soon                  
the workpiece crosses the laser sensor for conveyor 3, the conveyor 4 motor is activated ensuring a                 
smooth operation. Once, the workpiece crosses the sensor for conveyor 4, the delivery for conveyor               
5 is enabled and at the same time, the conveyor 2 is disabled. Once the workpiece reaches the                  
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conveyor 5 sensor, the delivery is termed complete and the “DONE” event is raised. Delivery               
services for all other sequences were implemented using the same pattern. 
 

 
a) 

 
b)  

Figure 5.11  : Delivery Service C3_to_C5 a) Interface b) ECC 

5.4.2. Conveyor 
A basic FB was designed for the conveyor operation and was used for all the six conveyors of the                   
EnAS. Figure 5.12a represents the interface for the conveyor FB instances of which has been used                
multiple times for each conveyor. The ECC shown in Figure 5.12b supports 3 operations which are                
as follows:-  

- TRIGGER_DELIVERY : The workpiece is delivered in front of the sensor and the             
conveyor is stopped  

- DRIVE_START: Starts the conveyor  
- DRIVE_STOP: Stops the conveyor  

 
a) 
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b)  

Figure 5.12: Conveyor a) Interface b) ECC 
 

5.5. Robots  
The functionality for robotino and ABB Yumi was developed using basic function blocks, which              
commanded the robots via OPC-UA to do a certain action. The robotino was used to deliver empty                 
cups to the production scenario upon placing an order, whereas ABB Yumi was used to fetch the                 
correct product from under the Gripper and take it to the storage.  

5.5.1. Robotino 
Once the ‘Request_Cup’ event was triggered, the robotino was designed to move towards the              
EnAS, dock itself to the conveyor 3 and send out a docking confirmation. Once, the docking was                 
successful the robotino conveyor would then be enabled for it to deliver the empty workpiece to the                 
conveyor 3 of the EnAS demonstrator. Upon successfully delivering the workpiece to EnAS,             
robotino would go back to its initial position and wait for the next command. Shown in Figure 5.13                  
is the interface and the ECC for the control of robotino.  

 
a) 
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b)  
Figure 5.13: Robotino FB a) Interface b) ECC 

5.5.2. Yumi 
To enhance the flexibility of the production floor, we had the ABB Yumi mounted over the AGV to                  
collect the completed workpieces from EnAS and deliver it to the storage. Once the EnAS would                
finish production, a request for Yumi is raised, wherein Yumi is called to the gripper location. Once                 
Yumi arrives and successfully docks, a confirmation signal is sent back to the control program               
which then proceeds ahead and releases the workpiece for Yumi to pick it up. Finally, when the                 
yumi picks up the completed product and delivers it to the storage, it sends out an event                 
Yumi_ready, indicating that the robot is ready to fetch the next produced batch.  

 
a) 

 
b)  

Figure 5.14: Yumi FB a) Interface b) ECC 
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6. Simulation in Visual Components 
 

6.1. General overview 
 
The original project plan envisioned the visualization model only as a reflection of what is               
happening in the physical setup. The idea was to implement a 'digital twin' of the system as a                  
separate piece of software, which would use the sensory information and the control signals              
obtained from the DCS controllers to keep track of the actual state of the system in general and                  
particularly, trace the product throughout all the production stages. The state of the digital twin and                
a set of relevant signals would then be transmitted to the Visual Components model that would                
display an animation for every state transition. If done right, the model launched at any arbitrary                
point in time would simply display the elements of the visual model arranged in a way                
corresponding to the actual state of the digital twin.  
 
When the team lost access to the physical setup, the decision was made to use the Visual                 
Components model as a 'plant model' that would mimic the behaviour of the physical setup with its                 
sensors and movable parts. Hence, the focus shifted to turn a mere visualization into a flexible                
simulation model that would act realistically in response to arbitrary controller inputs and behave              
adequately in various circumstances. So, rather than being a rigid display for a predefined set of                
states, the model state would evolve freely as it would happen in real life. 
 
Effort was made to examine different options for how realistic the simulation could be. Visual               
Components framework offers a variety of options including simulation of physical effect on the              
behaviour of the visualization elements. Eventually, it was decided to keep it simple and focus on                
achieving a realistic material flow between different system components: conveyors, jacks,           
grippers, sledges, Robotino and Yumi robots moving on the factory floor on automated guided              
vehicles.  
 
Visualization features were developed with reference to the two production scenarios that should             
sufficiently demonstrate the flexibility of the simulated environment. The scenarios are described in             
this document "Production scenarios" section. 
 

6.2. Components for the virtual environment 
 

Digital models for most of the mechanical       
components featured in the AFOF setup were       
designed using the Solid Edge software by the        
project work teams from the previous years.  
One example, a model of an empty cup designed         
and used in simulation, which was also 3D-printed        
and actually used in the real physical setup. 

 
Figure 6.1. CAD model of an empty cup. 
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Those designs are possible to import into the Visual Components workspace as geometric shapes              
and then combine into more complex objects. This way, the whole mechanical model of the EnAS                
setup in the Visual Components was assembled by the team from the year 2018.  

  

This-year project team did not have to design any         
new components. Several new shapes added to the        
original model, e.g., cameras, sensors and robots,       
were taken from the library of the existing        
components available in Visual Components. 
Conveniently, in March 2020, in Visual Components       
catalog appeared the ABB Yumi robot shown on the         
picture on the right. Both hands are modelled as         
robotic joints and are possible to program with the         
robot programming feature built-in the Visual      
Components framework. 

 
Figure 6.2. Yumi robot model. 

 

6.3. Simulation interaction with the control program 
 
Visual Components has a built-in OPC UA client. It was set up to communicate to the OPC UA                  
server running in the NXT program.  
  

 
Figure 6.3. OPC UA communication interface in 

Visual Components 

'Simulation to server' is a list of variables        
produced by the simulation, such as status       
of a proximity sensor or joint position       
states. 
'Server to simulation' lists the control signal       
for the actuators driving the moving parts       
such as conveyors, jacks, grippers, etc. 

 

6.4. Simulation implementation approach 
 
The team from the year 2018 made the first attempt to create a simulation in Visual Components.                 
For instance, they managed to set up a motion path for the object attached to conveyors. However,                 
their work stopped there as further progress was hindered by various challenges they faced with the                
framework, some of which are described in their final report (Project work team 2018, 2018). 
 

This-year project team inherited a Visual Components model without any animations actually            
working. Besides, some simulation components were not rendered properly (appeared hidden) in            
the workspace. Therefore, the challenge was to add several new components to the picture and               
make it all alive, i.e., acting according to the production scenario specifications. 
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Figure 6.4. The AFOF model in the Visual Components 

 

6.4.1. Scripting 
 
While it is relatively simple to create an off-line animation of a process in Visual Components,                
making the model interactive requires more of a flexible approach than that offered by the off-line                
programming tools. After exploring various options, it turned out that all sorts of custom behaviours               
are best managed by the Python scripts. This is due to the fact that many commands from the                  
controller should trigger a sequence of actions in the simulation model. The scripts are meant to                
implement sequences. Hence, for the most of the controlled actions, the majority of the              
under-the-hood processing for the animations is happening in the Python scripts. 
 
Visual Components provide Python API for managing many of the workspace features, giving             
access to various elements of the virtual components with their properties and behaviours. Even              
though it is a high-level API meant to give an intuitive means of control for a more sophisticated                  
graphical engine, using it requires a good understanding of the underlying mechanisms that drive              
animations in Visual Components.  
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On the right, there is a snippet of the routine          
that facilitates the connection between the      
conveyor mounted on Robotino AGV and the       
conveyor #3 at the docking point where an        
empty cup is first fed into the EnAS. 
Without this, even if Robotino is close enough        
to the target, the material flow (a cup) from one          
conveyor to another is not going to happen.  
There is a system of interfaces between the        
components in the workspace, which should be       
used to exchange objects with each other.  
Scripts are needed to make (or break) these        
connections on the fly if the simulation       
evolution path requires so.  

 
Figure 6.5. Robotino conveyor docking script. 

 
This small example illustrates that the primary challenge in scripting was not about coding, but               
rather about understanding the API features necessary to facilitate certain action. Sometimes, Visual             
Components documentation provides direct instructions and examples which methods to use in            
order to achieve certain behavior. More often though, it is not the case. E.g., it took some time to                   
discover and find a proper way to use the interfacing mechanism for the material flow between                
different components described in the docking procedure example above. 
 
There are multiple ways for how certain animation behavior can be achieved. One approach might               
be good in some situations but fail if the circumstances change. When developing scripts, the design                
decisions were driven by the production scenarios, i.e., the goal was to make animations work               
particularly for the situations outlined in the scenario specifications.  
 

An example of the scenario-tailored design      
could be the script that mimics the action of         
detecting a color by a camera.  
First of all, there is no emulation of an actual          
camera behavior (i.e., view range nor focus).       
Whole processing is based on an assumption       
that the workpiece is always placed in a cup,         
which is stopped on a sensor signal. The        
script then retrieves the cup component and       
checks what is attached to it. Finally, it        
returns the color code of the attached object        
(or says it's empty).  
Hence, it all works only as long as the object          
in the scope of a sensor is a cup with a           
workpiece in it. This does not take into        
account possible alternatives. Figure 6.6. Color detection script 

 
More of the code examples of the Python scripts developed for the simulation can be found from                 
the Appendix B section of this document. 
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6.4.2. Robot programming 
 
There is a robotic manipulator present in the simulation - the right arm of the ABB Yumi robot. The                   
grasping mechanism at the tip of the manipulator is used to pick a cup from the EnAS conveyor                  
under the gripper 1 and then place it on the conveyor in the storage space. More detailed description                  
of Yumi's role in the context of the production scenarios is described in the corresponding section of                 
this document. 
 
Robot programming in Visual Components is done via the special robot programming feature built              
in the framework, which takes care of calculating the correct path trajectories for the joints,               
simulating the manipulator kinematics behavior and supervising the dynamic limits. 
 

User defines a sequence of commands for the        
manipulator. In the example on the right, a subprogram         
routine called Store, when called, changes output signal        
ports, waits for a predefined amount of time, then         
moves the manipulator to a predefined target position in         
a successive sequence of moves.  
Each signal plays some role in the routine. E.g., the          
signal of the output port OUT[1] is responsible for the          
grasping action. When set to False, this corresponds to a          
command to release whatever manipulator happens to       
be holding at the moment.  
In the end, the task execution is passed to another          
subprogram, which has its own list of commands and so          
forth. 

 
Figure 6.7. Yumi program snippet 

 

6.5. State logging and product tracing 
 
State logging was first introduced for the debugging purposes. It was a helpful verification tool               
when developing the animation routines. At the same time, it naturally served the purpose of event                
logging, which is the core element of any tracing mechanism.  
 

6.5.1. AFOF.py dependency 
 
To make the logging convenient and efficient, it was necessary to create a global reference for the                 
log function, so that style and the content of the log could be easily adjusted in one place.  
 
Unfortunately, it remained unclear how to make and share global references for the own-made              
objects and functions between components in the workspace. In order to make the logger function               
visible to every script, a new source file AFOF.py was created and placed in the folder that resides                  
in the scope of the Python scripts running in the Visual Components workspace.  
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Thus, this file is a static dependency that must be present in the correct path for the simulation to                   
work: "<Visual Components path..>\Python\Commands\AFOF.py". The latest version can be found          
in the project repository inside the "Visualization\Python scripts\" folder. 
 

6.5.2. Logging to the console 
 

 
Figure 6.8. Event log on a console in Visual 

Components 

While simulation is running, many Python      
scripts responsible for various animations     
are being launched at an arbitrary point in        
time. Certain animations stretch in time      
(like movement from a point to point),       
hence the information is updated only when       
they are finished.  
Knowing the exact order and timing of       
certain events help to verify the behavior       
and validate the design concept. 
To take a record of those moments, the log         
function is called on corresponding events.  

 
The content and appearance of the log message was adjusted many times throughout the project. As                
mentioned before, it was meant to support troubleshooting. However, the structure of log function is               
very simple and it is easy to modify if the need be.  
 

On the right, there is a snippet of the log()          
function that defines the format of the       
log-message and does the actual printing      
to the console.  
First, it acquires a timestamp, then      
concatenates the additional information    
from the input list into a one text using the          
delimiter ":".  
Finally, the whole message is combined      
into one string and printed to the console.  
If a valid FileLogger instance is present in        
the scope, then the same information is       
added to a file. 

 
Figure 6.9. AFOF.log() function snippet 

 

6.5.3. Logging to a file 
 
Saving log content to a file is managed by the FileLogger class which is declared and instantiated                 
inside the AFOF.py file. The code is added as a reference to Appendix B.  
What is worth knowing is that the log-file is created on a default path: "C:\Temp\AFOF_log.txt". If                
the path ""C:\Temp\" does not exist, then there will be no log file.  
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The default path of the name of the file can be           
adjusted manually by changing the     
corresponding constants in the AFOF.py file.  

Figure 6.10. Default log file settings in AFOF.py 

 
The FileLogger class has a feature of automatically creating a new separate log-file each time the                
simulation is started. Each new file is titled using the actual date and time as a prefix. However, this                   
feature was not required in the course of the project and was left dormant for possible future needs. 
 

6.5.4. Product tracing idea 
 
The idea of saving the log to a file had two reasons: first - separate the event log information from                    
everything else that is printed on the console by the framework services; second - make it possible                 
to format the log entries in a format that is suitable for later analysis in an automated fashion.  
 

Here is an example of the log file content from          
the simulation running for the first 2 seconds        
(normally, one simulation round contains     
hundreds of entries).  
Excel (or any other data managing software)       
allows seamlessly importing these logs into a       
table with a desired structure. This data can        
then be automatically processed, e.g., for      
verification purposes.  

Figure 6.11. Log file opened in a table 

 
In the example above, the data format was the same as it appeared on the console. However, the                  
logging mechanism permits any desired variation in the format of the data saved into the log file. 
 
For the purpose of the product tracing, this data can be fed through a model-checking tool where the                  
trace of the simulation execution can be compared against those predicted by the formal process               
model. By specifying certain conditions the model execution paths can then be labeled as              
'successful', 'faulty', risk for a certain type of defect', etc. Hence, the system processing these logs                
can immediately analyze the trace and suggest a meaningful interpretation. Not only this could be               
useful for troubleshooting, it can also give a valuable insight for those working on continuous               
improvement for the system. 
 

6.5.5. Logger reinitialization 
 
As mentioned earlier, there is no global reference point from where all the actions are governed.                
Hence, for log management there is an object in the workspace which has a Python script                
responsible for reinitializing the logger every time the simulation starts. 
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This 'logger-managing' component is "TableB"     
(the table on which the whole EnAS assembly is         
resting). By selecting the table component and       
clicking on the Modelling tab, one should be able         
to open the list of behaviors, among which there is          
a Python script called "Generic".  

Figure 6.12. "TableB" modelling tab  

 

The script is executed once OnStart()      
event, i.e., when Simulation start     
button is pressed.  
It erases the console, announces the      
new simulation start and resets the      
log-file.  
It would also notify the user if the        
log-file failed to instantiate.  

 
Figure 6.13. Logger manager script 

 

6.6. Challenges faced 
 
The whole process of developing a simulation can be characterized as a path of trial and error. Even                  
though most of the developed scripts and routines rarely take more than a few dozens lines of                 
Python code, it took a considerable effort to actually discover a proper way to implement a certain                 
kind of animation.  
 
For example, the mechanism for material flow from one component to another turned out to be not                 
all that straightforward to realize. Deep knowledge and understanding of the API is required before               
seemingly simple action of an object passing from one component to another actually looks natural.  
At the same time, for every animation solution found, there is a bold disclaimer attached as there is                  
no confidence that the methods eventually discovered are actually the best for the given purpose. 
 
The documentation for the Python API of Visual Components is very concise and gives              
explanations in quite general terms. Considerable time was spent studying the API structure and              
experimenting with different features of various classes just to understand what a certain method is               
actually doing.  
 
Visual Components publish a lot of helpful tutorials. There are many good examples available from               
the active users on their forum. However, studying all this material quickly adds up into many                
hours. Hence, reading material, trying things, validating behaviors in specific conditions,           
developing test-programs, etc - this is a short list of the main activities that consumed the time                 
required to build the simulation delivered by this project team. 
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7. Skill Profile 
One of the main objectives of this project was to utilize the VDMA Skill profile for OPC UA. An                   
official standard of this Skill profile concept has not yet been standardized and published, so all our                 
developments have been based on the material available in the article “Skill-based Engineering and              
Control on Field-Device-Level with OPC UA” by P. Zimmermann et Al. In this article it is                
discussed how the market volatility and demand for customized products is increasing which             
requires automation systems to be easy to set up and adapt. The usage of skills will allow this by                   
offering generic, standardized executable skills communicating via OPC UA that can be used to              
describe various functions and actions available in the production environment. In skill-based            
engineering skills with basic functionality (e.g. controlling the motor of a conveyor) are composed              
into hierarchical structures to create composed skills that can be used to execute complex              
procedures. For this to work a lot of effort must be put in standardization which is discussed in                  
detail in the article. For this project work the more interesting part is the section discussing the Skill                  
Execution Metamodel. Here the Skill State Machine is defined, and this definition is the base from                
which we developed our skill state machine to be used in the project. The requirements for this skill                  
state machine as well as the requirements of the OPC UA parts are also stated here. These                 
requirements and our implementation of them are shown and discussed in the following sections. 
 

7.1. Skill State Machine 
The Skill State Machine used in our project is shown below. The main difference to the state                 
machine described in the article is the optional Suspended state that has been left out as we did not                   
have a need for it in our use case. 

Figure 7.1. Skill state machine. 
 
The implemented states are Locked, Idle and Executing. In the initial Locked state, the skill cannot                
be executed and requires a reset event to transition to the Idle state. The state machine returns to the                   
Locked state if an error event occurs. In the Idle state the skill is ready to be executed. From the Idle                     
state the state machine can transition to the Executing state if a start event occurs or back to Locked                   
if the lock or error event occurs. In the Executing state the skill is executing its physical procedure                  
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e.g. moving the conveyor. The skill implementation can then automatically transition back to the              
Idle state if the task is completed (depends on the nature of the task) or when the stop event occurs.  
The interface of the NXT implementation of this state machine is presented below. The input events                
are the triggers for the respective transitions of the state machine. The current state as well as the                  
last transition are outputted for use by the OPC UA side of things. For each new state transition, the                   
corresponding output event is fired. 

Figure 7.2. Skill state machine NXT implementation. 
 
The ECC of the SkillStateMachine function block is presented below. Here each transition has its               
own state, which is required so that the correct values for the last transition and current state can be                   
set. 
 

 
Figure 7.3. Skill state machine ECC. 
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7.2.  OPC UA Address Space 
As the skill profile has not yet been officially standardized, we did not manage to find any                 
specification of the address space model for the skill profile. The only reference we had was a                 
single figure in the article by P. Zimmerman et al. which showed a screen capture of a set of skills                    
on some server. With this as base, the following address space was constructed for the skill profile: 

Figure 7.4. Address space model of the Skill Profile. 
 

The address space model has the same structure as visible in the paper with some modifications.                
The main component is the SkillSet object that organizes all available skills on the server. In the                 
paper this was modelled as a FolderType, but here we chose to model it as a BaseObjectType as this                   
would be in line with the DeviceSet object of the OPC UA for Devices standard. The SkillSet object                  
has two components: the BasicSkils and ComposedSkills objects of the FolderType. These folders             
can both organize any number of skills of the respective nature.  
 
For the skills themselves we defined a new type, the SkillType. This type has three components: the                 
optional variable ReturnData used by sensor skills to provide the actual sensor value, the              
SetStartParameter method which can be used to set an optional parameter for starting the skill and                
the StateMachine object which represents the skill state machine. The address space model is              
presented in the figure below.  
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Figure 7.5. SkillType definition. 
 
The datatype for the ReturnData variable is String. This was chosen since it can be used for                 
different types of sensors e.g. Boolean and value based. The SetStartParameter method is not used               
in any skill in our project work, but it was included as it was part of the skill in the article. The                      
StateMachine object is the UA representation of the skill state machine described earlier. A new               
type was created for it, the SkillStateMachineType. It is a subtype of the FiniteStateMachine and               
thus, has the variables CurrentState and LastTransition as required by the OPC UA specification.              
These variables can have the value of one of the defined objects of type StateType and                
TransitionType, respectively. The methods lock, reset, start and stop are used to trigger respective              
transitions of the state machine. A TransitionEvent is fired when the state machine transitions to a                
new state. This provides a simple way for logging the execution. The event-related references are               
not shown in the address space model to keep it as simple as possible. However, all transition                 
events will propagate to the BasicSkills and ComposedSkills folders. 
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7.3. NXT Implementation 
 
The implementation of the skill profile requires the usage of OPC UA. Our project is implemented                
in NXT Studio which provides support for OPC UA. However, the implementation available does              
not allow any customization or modification to the address space structure. This was required so               
that the skill profile could be implemented as described in the sections above. Therefore, a Java                
application using the Prosys OPC UA SDK was developed. This application is used as the OPC UA                 
server for the skill profile. It manages the address space and can add and remove skills from the                  
address space dynamically. The NXT function block communicates with this application through            
plain text TCP commands. As such, the Java application can be seen as a bridge between the NXT                  
solution and OPC UA. The Java application is discussed in the next section.  
 
The whole skill profile is implemented in a composite function block named TheSkill. The interface               
of this FB is presented below. This FB corresponds to one skill in the UA address space and has                   
been developed to be a universal fit to all the required skills of this project work. 

Figure 7.6. NXT implementation of a single skill. 
 

The INIT event initializes the FB and opens the TCP connection to the Java server. It is worth                  
mentioning that the INITO event will not be fired until a successful connection has been               
established. However, the skill is ready to be used locally i.e. without OPC UA before this, so the                  
local control application can operate without the Java application. 
 
Together with the INIT event the following variables are needed: 

- SkillName: The name of the skill, e.g. 'Gripper1.Place' 
- SkillType: The type of the skill to be created. This parameter decides in which UA folder                

the skill will end up in and whether it will have the ReturnData variable. Must be one of: 
- Basic – Skill created in BasicSkills folder, no ReturnData variable. 
- BasicSens - Skill created in BasicSkills folder, has ReturnData variable. 
- Composed - Skill created in ComposedSkills folder, no ReturnData variable. 
- ComposedSens - Skill created in ComposedSkills folder, has ReturnData variable. 
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- ServerAddress: The IP address and port of the SkillServer Java application. As this is              
connected straight to the TCPIO FB inside, it must have the following format:             
';[IP]:[PORT]' 

The skill can be controlled by the NXT program using the StartInternal and StopInternal events.               
The StartInternal event will first reset the skill (Locked → Idle) before starting it. 
 
The EnableRemoteCtrl and DisableRemoteCtrl events are used to enable and disable the control of              
the skill through the OPC UA methods. It defaults to disabled at start-up so remote control must                 
explicitly be enabled before the skill can be controlled via OPC UA. 
The ErrorEvent event is connected to the skill state machine and will stop execution and lock the                 
skill. This can be used as a system reset as the skill is reset to its original state. 
The NewData event is used to signal that updated data is available on the ReturnData variable. The                 
ReturnData input is used if the skill is a sensor etc. and must be able to return some data to the OPC                      
UA client. The NewData event should only be triggered if an updated value is present at                
ReturnData. The skill must also be in the Executing state for the data to update in the UA variable. 
The output events Start, Stop and Reset are fired when the skill state machine transitions into the                 
respective states. Together with the Start event is the StartParameter string that is an optional               
parameter set by the OPC UA method SetStartParameter. 
 
The internal structure of TheSkill FB is presented below. As can be seen there are two main                 
components: the skill state machine and the SkillBridge FB. The SkillBridge is the component that               
communicates with the OPC UA server and provides the start, stop etc. commands to the state                
machine. To the right of the bridge there is a section responsible for the remote control                
enabled/disabled feature. For every call of the UA methods stop, start, lock and reset, the               
SkillBridge FB expects to receive either the CallOK or CallDenied event. When the remote control               
is disabled, all the method call events are sent back to the CallDenied input event of the SkillBridge                  
FB. Once the remote control is enabled, the events are sent to the corresponding event inputs on the                  
skill state machine and to the CallOK input on the SkillBridge. The SkillBridge is described in the                 
next section together with the Java application. 

Figure 7.7. Internal structure of TheSkill composite function block. 
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7.4. Java implementation 
 
As the current OPC UA implementation in NXT did not allow us to modify the address space of the                   
UA server, we needed an alternative implementation. We choose to develop a Java application, the               
Skill Server, that would act as an OPC UA server which hosts the designed address space model                 
and communicates with the NXT solution through plain TCP. To implement the OPC UA server we                
used the Prosys OPC UA SDK.  
 
The original plan was to have the skills distributed on several physical controllers and have a central                 
Skill Server running on a Raspberry Pi. This was all accomplished but shortly thereafter we had to                 
change our plans due to the COVID-19 pandemic. As we switched to a virtual setup, the Skill                 
Server was now running on the same machine as the Soft PLC running the control software. This                 
change did not require any modifications as the Java application can be run on multiple platforms. 
 
The functionality of the Skill Server can be described as a bridge between the SkillBridge function                
blocks in NXT and the OPC UA address space. The SkillBridge FB sends commands to the Skill                 
Server to create and update the UA representation of the skill and the Skill Server sends method                 
calls to the SkillBridge FB when one of the UA methods is called. The commands for the                 
communication between the SkillBridge FB and the Skill Server is presented below. 
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Figure 7.8. Skill Server TCP protocol. 
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Once the Skill Server is running it is waiting for TCP connections on a configurable port (default                 
4000). When the NXT solution is deployed/started, the TCPIO block of the SkillBridge FB will               
open a new connection to the server. For every incoming connection, the Skill Server will create a                 
new instance of the SkillBridge Java class that is responsible for the connection to one skill FB in                  
NXT. Once the connection is open, the SkillBridge function block will send an initialization              
command which includes the name and type of the skill. These are specified as constants on                
TheSkill FB. The name can be an arbitrary string but should not be too long. The type of the skill                    
must be one of Basic, Composed, BasicSens or ComposedSens. The differences here are the folder               
in which the skill will end up in the address space and whether the skill will have the optional                   
ReturnData variable enabled. Once the initialization command is received, the Java part of the              
bridge will create an instance of the SkillTypeNode and add it to the address space. The UA                 
representation of the skill is now visible on the OPC UA server. Next the SkillBridge FB will send                  
an initial update command which includes the current state which the skill state machine is in, the                 
last transition of the state machine and the string for the ReturnData variable, if present. This same                 
update command is then sent every time the state machine changes state or when the skill is                 
Executing and new data is available at the ReturnData variable. 
 
When calling one of the UA methods of the skill, the Skill Server will send a method call command                   
to the SkillBridge FB. This command includes the name of the method and if calling the                
start-method, then the start parameter set by the SetStartParameter method is also sent. After              
sending this command, the Skill Server is expecting to receive a response telling it if the call was                  
successful or not. This response should be sent as fast as possible since the UA method call will not                   
return before the response is received. This also means that if no response is received, the UA                 
method call will fail with a timeout error. The main purpose of requiring this response is to                 
implement the disabling of the remote control in NXT. If the response is negative, the UA method                 
call will fail with BadRequestNotAllowed signalling that remote control is not allowed. The Skill              
Server will internally check the current state of the state machine when calling a method to check                 
whether the call is allowed, e.g. calling start while Executing is not allowed. If the call is denied                  
because of invalid state, the UA method call will fail with BadInvalidState. 
 
When the NXT program is shut down or the connection to the SkillBridge FB is lost, the respective                  
skill is removed from the address space by the Skill Server. It is worth mentioning that while testing                  
connection losses, it could be noticed that once the NXT SoftPLC lost connection to the Skill                
Server, it did not always send an error event from the TCPIO block as expected. Instead the CPU                  
usage of SoftPLC process increased significantly. Re-establishing connection solved this issue. This            
has not been tested on IceBlocks as we had no access during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
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7.5. SkillBridge function block 
 
The purpose of the SkillBridge function block is to implement the TCP connection to the Skill                
Server following the protocol described previously. The internal structure of the composite FB is              
shown below. There are two main components: the TCPIO FB used for the TCP communication               
and the BridgeManager FB that implements the communication protocol. 

Figure 7.9. Internal structure of the SkillBridge composite function block. 
 
As the BridgeManager contains all logic and data parsing, the internal structure is quite simple. On                
the TCPIO block an ENDCHAR of 10 is defined. This corresponds to LF, the new line character.                 
This helps parsing the data, but some problems were identified when running the Skill Server on                
Windows vs Linux as the default line endings differ. This has been taken care of in the                 
BridgeManager. An additional reconnection delay was added to limit the reconnection period to 0.5              
seconds when reconnecting after a lost connection. 
 
The ECC of the BridgeManager is presented below. It is implemented such that to the left is the                  
initialization sequence. It begins by first sending the initialization command to the Skill Server and               
then parsing the returned status. If it fails, it tries to reconnect and reinitialize, otherwise it continues                 
by sending an initial update command with the state and transition to the server. If this was the first                   
initialization, the INITO event is fired. After this the bridge is ready for normal operation and is                 
waiting for action in the Waiting state. From here it can send updates to the Skill Server when the                   
UPDATE event is triggered or receive data from the server on the REC event, triggered by the                 
TCPIO FB. Once the data is received, it is parsed in the ParsePacket algorithm. This algorithm                
checks what method was called and then sets the right variable so that execution can continue to                 
one of the Start, Stop, Reset or Lock states where the corresponding output event is fired. After this                  
the bridge is waiting for the CallOK or CallDenied events to be able to send the call response back                   
to the server. If an error occurs, the bridge manager re-initializes, i.e. reconnects to the Skill Server. 
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Figure 7.10. SkillBridge ECC. 
 
 

7.6. Using the Skill Server 

This section guides the user on how to get the Skill Server up and running once the source code has                    
been cloned from the repo. For a deeper understanding of the actual server implementation it is                
recommended to study the commented source code as well as the generated Javadoc of the Skill                
Server. As the OPC UA part of the Skill Server is based on the examples provided with the Prosys                   
SDK, it is also recommended to study the documentation for those. 

The first step is to get the Prosys OPC UA SDK for Java library. The version 4.2.0 was used but                    
other versions might also work. This is the only missing part of the code in the repo as it could not                     
be distributed due to licencing issues. To acquire a copy of the library, contact Prosys at                
sales@prosysopc.com.  

Step-by-step: 

1. Install/download required software: Java 8 JDK, Eclipse IDE for Java and the Prosys SDK 
2. Copy the prosys-opc-ua-sdk-client-server-evaluation-4.2.0-955.jar to the lib-folder. 
3. Open Eclipse and import the SkillServer project. 
4. The project can be run from Eclipse, but it is recommended to export the project to a                 

runnable JAR file by right-clicking the project in the Package Explorer and selecting Export              
→ Java → Runnable JAR file. The resulting JAR file should be saved to the export folder. 

5. Located in the export folder are the launch scripts for Windows and Linux: SkillServer.bat              
and SkillServer.sh, respectively. The sh file is designed to run on a Raspberry Pi running               
Raspbian and a systemd unit-file is also provided: skillserver.service. The Server can be             
launched with the launch file. 

6. The server configuration is located in the launchparams.cfg file. Options are described            
below. 

7. If security is enabled, allowed users and passwords are stored in the UserList.cfg file. 
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The settings available in the launchparams.cfg file are described in the table below. 

ua-port=4840 The port used by the OPC UA server 

tcp-port=4000 The port used by the TCP server. Needs to be the same as             
entered in the address value on TheSkill FBs. 

user-list=UserList.cfg Path to file containing the users and their passwords. 

log-file=SkillServer.log Path to the logfile used by the logger. 

loglevel-file=DEBUG Verbosity level for the logfile. 

loglevel-console=INFO Verbosity level for logging in the console window. 

loglevel-ua=INFO Verbosity level for the Prosys OPC UA Server. 

loglevel-uastack=WARN Verbosity level for the Prosys OPC UA stack. 

autorestart If present, the server will terminate after running for 110          
minutes. (And restart if running as a systemd service) 

no-security If present, disables user authentication and secure 
connections. 

  

Available verbosity levels: ALL, DEBUG, ERROR, FATAL, INFO, OFF, TRACE, WARN. 

The syntax for the UserList.cfg file is the following: User:Password, e.g. SkillUser:EnAS2020  
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8. IO Server 
 
Before the COVID-19 outbreak, the plan was to have the visualization as a digital twin to the                 
real hardware setup. This then changed so that the visualization now was the main plant to be                 
controlled. However, for the digital twin to function we needed to be able to send the control                 
commands from the IceBlocks to the digital twin. For this purpose, the IOBridge and IO Server                
were developed. The architecture is very similar to the Skill Server. The idea is to take the                 
current values of all the digital inputs and outputs of each IceBlock and make them available on                 
the OPC UA server. The physical IO of an IceBlock is accessed through symbolic links. For                
easy configuration, the IOBridge takes the names and symbolic links of the IOs as inputs and                
then creates an IceBlock device instance in the server address space and updates the IO values                
as they change. This has been implemented and tested on the real setup before access to the                 
physical setup was restricted. While everything worked as expected when testing, it is worth              
noting that we had only had the chance to test it once. As we are not currently using this                   
solution in our project work, it should be tested more before taking into use. The reason this                 
chapter is included is so that if future projects need such software, they have something to start                 
from. 
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8.1. OPC UA Address Space 
 

As we want to present the IO of an IceBlock in the address space, we choose to utilize the OPC UA                     
Part 100: Devices and the DeviceType object. For the IceBlock a new subtype of the DeviceType                
was created, the IceBlockType. The type definition is shown below together with the address space               
model. 

Figure 8.1. IO Server address space and IceBlockType definition. 
 
As can be seen from the figure, all the IO port states are presented as Boolean variables in the                   
ParameterSet. A property was also added to store the IP address of the IceBlock. 
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8.2. NXT Implementation 
 
The IOBridge FB is the block responsible for transmitting the IO states to the IO Server. The                 
interface of this FB is shown below. It has only one event, the INIT event which initializes the                  
block as well as connects to the IO Server. The address and port of the IO Server must be set in the                      
format ';IP:Port'. The DeviceName string is the name of the IceBlock device in the OPC UA address                 
space. For the IO ports, the DXy_Symbol variable is the symbolic link as specified when using the                 
hardware IO. The DXy_Name variable is the descriptive name of the port, e.g. its functionality. 

Figure 8.2. IOBridge composite function block. 
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The internals of the IOBridge are presented below. To the right is the source for the port states. The                   
IOBridgeManager is responsible for communication with Java implementation. The ECC is an            
implementation of the communication protocol as described in the next section. 

Figure 8.3. Internal structure of the IOBridge composite function block. 
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8.3. Java Implementation 
 
The IO Server Java application is a modified copy of the Skill Server. As such most of the                  
information presented in the previous chapter also applies here, such as the instructions on how to                
configure and run the server. The most notable change is the inclusion of the additional UA for                 
devices node set and the modified TCP commands. The new protocol is presented below. 
 

Figure 8.4. IO Server TCP protocol. 
 
In addition to an initialization command also all the port names must be initialized. This has been                 
split up into multiple commands. Once the initialization is done, the device is added to the address                 
space of the server. It is removed once the connection is lost. No UA methods are available nor                  
have any events been implemented. 
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The port changes are sent with the update command. Currently all port states are sent. This could be                  
optimized in future versions. Currently the UA IceBlock device is read-only, an implementation             
with support for writing the port states was also considered but not implemented. 
 
This software could have been used by the visualization/simulation we changed to due to the               
COVID-19 pandemic, but we opted to use the built-in OPC UA implementation of NXT instead.               
This was done to simplify the setup and save time as there was no need for a customizable address                   
space model for the OPC UA server used only by Visual Components and the simulation would                
also have required the communication to be bi-directional for sensor feedback to be possible.  
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9. Reflection of the Project 
 

9.1. Achieving objectives 

 
The team had to adjust the objectives due to the university lockdown caused by the epidemic in 
Spring of 2020. See the "Project plan" chapter of this document, section "Changes due to epidemic" 
for details of what had to change.  
 
All the primary objectives (in their new edition) have been met. The team managed to adapt to the 
new circumstances and produce an outcome that matched the vision in its key areas. The result of 
the team's work has received positive feedback from the project supervisors. 
 

9.2. Timetable 
 
On the high level, the history of the project progress is captured in the project burndown chart. It 
does not reflect how the individual tasks have been progressing but gives an overall clue about how 
the team has been keeping up with the schedule along the way. 
 

 
Figure 9.1. Project burndown chart 

 
 
After the project plan was completed on week 6, the exploratory activities on the AFOF setup were 
started. A series of electrical augmentations for the EnAS have been done. Starting from week 8, a 
more noticeable progress has been made on the work packages related to the OPC UA server 
development. Weeks 9-11 the Marketing work package has been done as per the schedule. 
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Week 12 marks the beginning of the lockdown. It was the time for adaptation and formulating 
changes to the project plan. For a few weeks, very minor progress has been made on all fronts. 
Since week 16, work on the main deliverables has been revived and progressed at a fast pace until 
the first draft solution was ready by the end of week 18. In May, the team has been mostly working 
on various paperwork and preparing the main deliverables for the submission. 
 
The resulting timetable did not fully match that of the original plan (see the Gantt-chart in the 
Project plan chapter). Many reasons could be brought up but the effect of the epidemics can be 
considered dominant. 
 

9.3. Risk analysis 
 
Below is the risk analysis table from the original project plan.  
 

Risk Likelihood Severity Mitigation action 

Team can't keep up    
with the plan. 

High Medium Multiple scenarios are considered.    
Regular follow-ups are scheduled for     
timely response. 

OPC UA 
communication issues 

Medium High Considerable time and resources    
allocated to OPC related tasks. Since      
technology is known to be working, it is        
mostly about effort to get things      
working. 

Equipment breakdown 
(known issue) 

Medium High Budget allocated for spare parts to be       
ordered if needed. Actions planned for      
altering setup to improve electrical     
safety. 

Robot docking issues 
(known problem) 

High Medium Time reserved for testing and     
troubleshooting.  

Visualization 
framework and setup   
interaction issues. 

Medium High Early exploration of the framework     
(VC) should be done. Consulting from      
the vendor is made available. 

Hardware failure  
before presentation 

Low Medium Material for the Gala will be collected       
as early as possible. Should the setup       
unexpectedly fail, at least videos and      
photos should be available for     
presentation. 

 
Understandably, pandemic was not under consideration during the risks assessment. The change in 
circumstances made all the hardware related concerns irrelevant. However, the risks related to the 
schedule as well as the engineering related challenges did happen and required additional effort as 
per the mitigation action plan described in the table above.  
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9.4. Project Meetings 

 
Project meetings were initially face-to-face in reserved rooms in the TUAS building. Details about 
meeting reservations were discussed and shared through the team’s Telegram group and meet-up 
details per email. With the pandemic lockdown, the physical meetups were turned into virtual 
meetings through the Zoom application that was simultaneously used in other courses for lectures 
and recommended by Aalto. 
Meeting memos were kept for every full team meeting as well as for some smaller group meetings. 
The memos were written to a meeting-minutes document located in the team Google Drive storage 
that anyone connected to the project would have access to. Although written as the meetings 
transpired the writer tries to include as much detail as possible so that any group member or 
outsider could understand and be kept up to date without having attended the meeting itself. If any 
useful links to documentation that could be useful for others in the team, then these were also 
shared at the bottom of the memo document. 
Meeting agendas were included in the meeting memo notes as well as in the meeting invitations 
sent by email. With time the usefulness of the meeting diary memos became clearer. Any team 
member or project supervisor could quickly catch up and gauge project progress on a 
meeting-by-meeting basis. The number of meetings held, especially in the early stages of the 
project, taught us to better optimize our time as we occasionally held recurring follow-up meetings 
with seemingly disproportionate progress being made. Some group members were unversed in the 
sort of meetings held for the project work, while others already used to it from work experience. 
The team learned to be well prepared and ready to present issues they have experienced as our 
supervisors often arranged to join the meetings when possible. Before the lockdown it was noticed 
that holding a meeting in the workshop, rather than in a meeting room, could help with clarifying 
when discussing what progress has been made, what issues have been faced and what needed to be 
done. Simply being able to refer to the EnAS and display tests directly was convenient. 
 

9.5. Quality 

 
Each team member was designated an area of responsibility as defined in the planning stage when 
defining project work packages. Each weekly meeting the progression of the members and their 
future tasks were discussed. In case any team member discovered any issues, they were expected to 
communicate these to the rest of the group. If they were to have any problems with their work this 
too was to be shared either through Telegram messaging or during a meeting. Team members were 
encouraged to continuously contribute with new ideas and opinions on how to proceed. 
Progress was followed-up by planning software. The main software used for this was Microsoft 
planner which offers interactive task management for each member. Approximate measurement of 
progress and remaining work was done by a work breakdown structure calculation using estimated 
time required for each task. Every week the project manager sent out an email regarding the 
progression from the past week along with the expectations of the coming week. 
The work distribution into weekly clear objectives eased the overall project progression in a way 
that was assured to meet the standards. In cases where standards were not met, this could be 
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discussed in the next upcoming meeting. Collaboration was made easier through frequent 
communication. 
Throughout the project the instructors were actively consulted, and they looked over the progress of 
the project, giving feedback where needed. Reducing any accumulating malpractice and keeping the 
expected quality standards and contributing to the success of the project. 
 

10. Discussion and Conclusions 
 

Taking into account the current situation it is fairly safe to say that the objectives of the project were 
achieved. The skill based OPC UA control works well, product tracing is implemented in a way that 
the products can be traced to very specific events and the production scenarios are flexible and take 
use of all the different parts of the system.  
We managed to demonstrate that a skill based control can be implemented in practice and that it 
works well with a highly flexible automation system. The implementation in this project could be 
used as a good starting point and a reference for new skill based solutions in the future. It is also 
worth noting that the skill profile works with the IEC 61499 standard and therefore could be 
considered up-to-date. 
As the current situation made working on the real system impossible, it leaves space for future work 
on the parts that were simulated in the virtual system. For example, the control of the AGV and the 
Yumi robot in the simulation does not represent the real world control of these robots. In the real 
world setup the AGV works through a REST API and in the current setup it would be redundant. 
Also, the Yumi robot is programmed in ABB’s own RobotStudio program. Currently, the project 
uses a model of Yumi robot which is automated through Visual Component. Additionally, it would 
be interesting to see the Visual Components simulation as a digital twin for the real system as it was 
initially intended. 
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Appendixes: 
 

Appendix A. Excerpts from the project plan 
 

Team's weekly commitment plan 
 

 Pranay 
Alexand

er Juri Oskari Kevin 

Team 
weekly 

capactiy 
(h) 

Remaining 
capacity 
(h) 

Week 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 1400 

Week 2 5 2 4 5 5 21 1398 

Week 3 5 5 4 6 6 26 1377 

Week 4 8 8 4 10 10 40 1351 

Week 5 10 10 8 10 12 50 1311 

W6 (3-9.02) 16 15 12 15 12 70 1261 

W7 (10-16.02) 18 15 12 15 14 74 1191 

W8 (17-23.02) 32 25 16 30 20 123 1117 

W9 (24.2-9.03) 15 20 8 12 15 70 994 

W10 (2-8.03) 12 20 8 15 15 70 924 

W11 (9-15.03) 15 15 8 15 15 68 854 

W12 (16-22.03) 12 15 8 15 14 64 786 

W13 (23-29.03) 12 15 8 15 14 64 722 

W14 (30.03-5.04) 15 15 4 15 14 63 658 

W15 (6-12.04) 34 10 8 25 18 95 595 

W16 (13-19.04) 15 15 30 15 14 89 500 

W17 (20-26.04) 10 15 30 15 14 84 411 

W18 (27.04-3.05) 10 15 30 15 14 84 327 

W19 (4-10.05) 8 15 24 20 14 81 243 

W20 (11-17.05) 8 10 30 20 14 82 162 

W21 (18-24.05) 10 10 14 30 16 80 80 

Total 270 270 270 318 272 1400 0 
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The original objectives and the milestones 
 

●      Planning 
The planning stage has been divided into two major categories which involve devising the 
project plan based on the required outcomes defined by the instructor and also reviving the 
hardware setup. 

o   M1: Project plan ( DL: 06.02.2020) 
o   M2: Setup is revived (DL: 21.02.2020) 

●      Conceptualization 
This stage includes developing the business model in coordination with the demands of the 
customer, defining the movement scenarios for the robots and getting the concepts approved 
by the customer.  

o   M3: Business Pitch Slides( DL: 06.03.2020) 
o   M4: Business Aspects Documentation (DL: 13.03.2020) 
o   M5: Robot Scenario (DL: 20.03.2020) 
o   M6: Customer approves the concept (DL: 27.03.2020) 

●      Implementation 
Sequential implementation of various divided tasks required to accomplish the decided 
project goals have been divided into the following major milestones: 

o   M7: Remote Control of Robots (DL: 06.03.2020) 
o   M8: Advanced Robot Movements (DL: 06.04.2020) 
o   M9: Yumi Grasping Abilities (DL: 20.04.2020) 
o   M10: Visualization (off-line) ready (DL: 24.04.2020) 
o   M11: OPC -UA Implemented ( DL: 30.04.2020) 
o   M12: System Integration and testing (DL: 15.05.2020) 
o   M13: Visualization (on-line) ready (DL: 15.05.2020) 

●      Final delivery 
Project preparation for the final gala, preparing the final documents and required 
repositories (Aalto GIT) 

o   M14: Everything is ready for Gala (DL: 18.05.2020) 
o   M15: All the project deliverables accepted by the customer (DL: 28.05.2020)  
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The work breakdown structure (WBS) from the original project plan 
  

Work packages: 
# persons 
involved 

hours per 
person 

Estimated size 
(hours) 

WP#1: Planning     165 

Tasks:       

1.1 Study available documentation 5 8 40 

1.2 Research technical details 5 5 25 

1.3 Project plan 5 8 40 

1.4 Technical planning/refinement 5 10 50 

1.5 Organize development workflow 2 5 10 

        

WP#2: Reanimate the setup     160 

Tasks:       

2.1 Get EnAS working 5 16 80 

2.2 Get Festo robotino working 5 16 80 

        

WP#3: Marketing     60 

Tasks:       

3.1 Business aspects research 5 8 40 

3.2 Business aspects deliverables 5 4 20 

        

WP#4: OPC UA "Skill profile"     195 

Tasks:       

4.1 Study the present implementation 3 8 24 

4.2 Study specification for the skill profiles 3 10 30 

4.3 Define OPC UA address space 3 15 45 

4.4 Design hierarchical “skill profile ”structure 3 8 24 

4.5 Implementation on the server-side 3 24 72 

        

WP#5: NXT support for a set of "skills"     144 

Tasks:       
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5.1 Understand exactly what each node does 3 16 48 

5.2 Define the skills to be supported. 3 8 24 

5.3 Implement and verify 3 24 72 

        

WP#6: Yumi     158 

Tasks:       

6.1 Study how to program Yumi 2 6 12 

6.2 Interaction between Yumi and Enas 3 6 18 

6.3 Come up with interesting scenarios 2 4 8 

6.4 Implement scenario 2 16 32 

6.5 Get it working on the real setup 2 28 56 

6.6 Explore options for mobility 2 16 32 

        

WP#7: Visualization (tracing)     232 

Tasks:       

7.1 Study the framework (Visual Components) 2 16 32 

7.2 New components modelling (e.g. Yumi) 2 16 32 

7.3 Design the model-view concept 3 16 48 

7.4 Implement process model 3 16 48 

7.5 Implement visualization and verify 3 24 72 

        

WP#8: Delivery     245 

Tasks:       

8.1 Paperwork 5 15 75 

8.2 Plan follow-up and status update 5 24 120 

8.3 Fulfill the checklist for project closing 5 10 50 

        

Total workload estimate:     1359 
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Appendix B. Python scripts developed for Visual Components model 
 
Here, as an example, are some of the Python scripts developed to facilitate some of the key 
animation actions in the Visual Components model. The original source code is an integral part of 
the visual model and thus can be found inside the PoductionTracing2020.vcmx file in the project 
repository. 
 

Script that detects the color of a workpiece stopped under a camera 
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Script that creates an empty cup on a signal rising edge 
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Template code for a mechanism joint movement action 
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FileLogger class that manages log-file update 
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